
trainEcoloco trains are designed to take full advan-
tage of  the environmental conditions subway 
are commonly exposed to everyday. The design 
is both functional and aesthetically pleasing. 
Shapes and proportions are influenced by natu-
ral irregular shapes found in tree branches, wa-
ter, clouds, and sunsets. These irregular textures 
give the train more surface area to create air dis-
placement therefore increasing the efficiency. 

Every window and door on the cars are recessed 
leaving protruding ribs that create more air dis-
placement and give the train a distinct and at-
tractive look. These ribs have another function, 
they are used to house wind generators that 
power the A/C units and interior/exterior lights, 
giving the passengers a comfortable and pleas-
ant experience.

Another innovation of  these trains is the axel-
based heating system. This system works by cre-
ating heat from the wheel to track system. This 
system works by placing water into ever wheel 
axel that is boiled when the train moves. This 
boiling water is then pumped through plastic 
piping underneath the floor creating a radiant 
floor heating system. This gives the train a ef-
ficient and effective way of  cutting power usage.

powerTo light the interior and exterior lights, and inter-
com system the train uses the same technology 
that propels it. On every protruding rib on the 
train is a series of  wind generators that produce 
energy when air is passed through it.

heatThe Ecoloco trains have a inventive and green 
heating element. Each wheel axel is a hollow tub 
filled with water which is brought to boiling by 
the friction between the wheels and the tracks. 
This water is then pumped throughout the train 
creating radiant floor heating.

linesThe colored band that indicate the different lines 
will be influenced by the shape and color of  
their natural identities. The red line’s horizontal 
bands are influenced by the warm shapes and 
colors of  a sunset. The blue line is influenced by 
fluid motion of  water. The green line’s shapes 
are influenced by mid-summer trees swaying in 
the wind. The orange line’s design is influenced 
by the crunchy, crispy leaves of  fall.

Ecoloco trains arE fully sustainablE, 

complEtEly off thE grid


